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In t oday’s session, we will:

• Evaluate the need to reason and explicitly 
unpack a problem of practice
• Consider a range assessment and reflection 
processes
• Reflect on context and culture and its 
importance in successful school evaluation and 
change



St rategic Planning Using 
Evaluat ive Thinking
Why do we use this approach?
● Continuous improvement as a journey
● Reflecting on progress made
● Effective problematizing within a design thinking 

framework



The Role of  Cult ure and Context :
Ev idence-Based Pract ice?
A strategic narrative:
Because...
We believe…
So we provide…
That leads to…
And results in…



Act iv it y

Identify a problem of practice. Work through the 
strategic narrative template:
Because...
We believe…
So we provide…
That leads to…
And results in…

Think about:
What is your belief statement?
The evidence that supports the 
belief statement
Critical Question: Does the 
evidence match what we think?



Our case-study example:
STOP!  We failed… or did we?
• Can you see why?
How would we know if we were:
- Addressing our community’s perspective 

effectively?
- Effective in getting staff and student ‘buy in’ 

(voice)?
- Addressing surface vs deep problems?



Ref lect ion- Checkpoint s

• The relationships between problem and 
solution is elastic rather than static- design 
thinking
• Vision
• Relational Trust (Robinson, 2011), Generative 
Leadership (Ryan, 2019)



Design Thinking

Process:

Identify and understand problem and context

Propose solutions

Test and refine

Evaluate (at all stages)



Tips and Tools for Evaluat ion

Robinson (2018)



Pam Ryan - SPC Conference 2019

Tips and Tools for Evaluat ion



Pam Ryan - SPC Conference 2019

Tips and Tools for Evaluat ion



OECD Improving School 
Leadership, The Toolkit (2009)

Tips and Tools for Evaluat ion
Assessing current situation; plus staff feedback on priority buy-in



Tips and Tools for Evaluat ion



Tips and Tools for Evaluat ion

Three Guiding Questions for Leaders:

● What was done or not done?
● Why was that done or not done?
● What happened as a result?

Robinson (2018)



Act iv it y

Look at the strategic narrative template. Examine 
through the lens of evaluation tools you have been 
given that are relevant to your context.

Where are you at now? What needs to be done next?



Leadership - Pam Ryan
•Creating space where imaginative ideas can occur
•Evolving current practices or developing forward-looking solutions 
to demanding issues.
•Recognising emerging patterns and relationships through focused 
listening and observation
•Giving time to the exploration of ideas.
•Embracing ambiguity and finding opportunity
•Tapping collective intelligence and energy to generate solutions 
and growth



Our learning…
● Importance of critically analysing data at all stages of 

the project- make data bespoke
● Processes are elastic, not static, we need to abandon 

a rigid continuum model and allow for more loops
● Purpose: Always be clear about ‘the why’- when the 

focus becomes on compliance and timeline and the 
‘why’ is lost, the true focus of the work is lost and 
staff buy in diminishes



Our learning…
● You should be able to defend the evaluation as 

methodically and conceptually robust
● Evaluative thinking is important mindset and skill set; 

it’s important to ask the right questions and suspend 
judgement. Be open to alternative explanations

REMEMBER WHAT DRIVES YOU AND WHY – IMPROVED 
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES. Thank you.
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